Learning multiple relative attributes with humans in the loop.
Semantic attributes have been recognized as a more spontaneous manner to describe and annotate image content. It is widely accepted that image annotation using semantic attributes is a significant improvement to the traditional binary or multiclass annotation due to its naturally continuous and relative properties. Though useful, existing approaches rely on an abundant supervision and high-quality training data, which limit their applicability. Two standard methods to overcome small amounts of guidance and low-quality training data are transfer and active learning. In the context of relative attributes, this would entail learning multiple relative attributes simultaneously and actively querying a human for additional information. This paper addresses the two main limitations in existing work: 1) it actively adds humans to the learning loop so that minimal additional guidance can be given and 2) it learns multiple relative attributes simultaneously and thereby leverages dependence amongst them. In this paper, we formulate a joint active learning to rank framework with pairwise supervision to achieve these two aims, which also has other benefits such as the ability to be kernelized. The proposed framework optimizes over a set of ranking functions (measuring the strength of the presence of attributes) simultaneously and dependently on each other. The proposed pairwise queries take the form of which one of these two pictures is more natural? These queries can be easily answered by humans. Extensive empirical study on real image data sets shows that our proposed method, compared with several state-of-the-art methods, achieves superior retrieval performance while requires significantly less human inputs.